POWERSTART Google Workspace Security Assessment

Strengthen your Workspace security posture with SADA

Security policies, standards, and technical challenges evolve over time, so it’s crucial that the security posture of your organization stays current. With POWERSTART Google Workspace Security Assessment, a dedicated SADA team evaluates your current configurations and platform controls, leads in-depth labs on security topics, and provides detailed recommendations to ensure you’re ready for tomorrow’s risk environment.

Optimal security in 6 weeks

POWERSTART Google Workspace Security Assessment consists of three milestones over a 6-week engagement:

**Milestone 1: Discovery**
Understanding your current configuration settings and identifying project scope

**Milestone 2: Security labs**
Six deep-dive sessions address high-priority security topics over a 6-week period

**Milestone 3: Project handoff**
Presentation of findings with detailed documentation designed to future-proof your security posture

Security labs in 6 key areas

01 / DNS and mail settings: Prevent spoofing, phishing, and spam

02 / Share policies: Deep focus on internal and external sharing policies of Drive, Sites, and Calendar

03 / Group management: Identify and document use cases for groups, workflows, provisioning, and settings

04 / Ongoing administration: Analyze access privileges, retention policies, internal audits, and security training

05 / Identity and authentication controls: Review and document workflows for user onboarding, termination, and authentication requirements

06 / Endpoint management: Identify usage and policies in place for managing devices that access Google Workspace accounts

Let’s talk: 818. 927. 3660 / googlesales@SADA.com / SADA.com
Key deliverables

/ Six working sessions
Expert-led labs help you nail down your security setting fundamentals

/ Assessment summary
Align your security posture with industry-leading practices and the latest customer intelligence

/ Executive summary
Top priority findings and key areas for improvement with an overall capabilities scoring

“It is cost-prohibitive for me to have a large staff that is purpose built for specific areas. Having SADA gives us that ability on demand and has proven to be a huge advantage.”

Vikranth Katpally
Chief Technology Officer | Swyft

Partner with the best

At SADA, we climb every mountain, clear every hurdle, and turn the improbable into possible – over and over again. Simply put, we propel your organization forward.

It’s not enough to migrate to the cloud, it’s what you do once you’re there. Accelerating application development. Advancing productivity and collaboration. Using your data as a competitive edge. When it comes to Google Cloud, we’re not an add-on, we’re a must-have, driving the business performance of our clients with its power.

Beyond our expertise and experience, what sets us apart is our people. It’s the spirit that carried us from scrappy origins as one of the Google Cloud launch partners to an award-winning global partner year after year. With a client list that spans healthcare, media and entertainment, retail, manufacturing, public sector and digital natives – we simply get the job done, every step of the way.